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Abstract
Geometric Poperties of Closed Three Manifolds and Hyperbolic Links
by
Alice Kwon
Advisors: Abhijit Champanerkar & Dennis Sullivan
The Geometrization Theorem for 3-manifolds states that every closed orientable 3-manifold
can be cut along spheres and tori into pieces which have a geometric structure modeled on
one of the eight, 3-dimensional geometries. In joint work with Dennis Sullivan, we combine
the different geometries on the toroidal ends of 3-manifolds to describe a uniform geometric
structure for all oriented closed prime 3-manifolds. Hyperbolic structures on links in the
thickened torus and their geometric properties have been of great interest recently. We dis-
cuss geometric properties of augmented and fully augmented links in the thickened torus.
We show how sequences of fully augmented links in the 3-sphere which diagrammatically
converge to a biperiodic fully augmented link have interesting asymptotic volume growth.
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Chapter 1
Overview
In dimension two, closed orientable surfaces can be endowded with one of the three isotropic
geometries: spherical (S2), flat (E2) or hyperbolic (H2), depending on whether their Euler
characteristic is positive, zero or negative respectively [1]. This idea does not immediately
generalize to 3-manifolds due to obstructions like incompressible spheres and tori.
In 1982 Thurston conjectured that every closed orientable 3-manifold can be cut along
spheres and tori, such that the interior of each of the resulting pieces has a geometric structure
with finite volume modeled on 8 three-dimensional geometries: three isotropic geometries:
spherical (S3), flat (E3), hyperbolic (H3), and 5 anisotropic geometries: S2×E, H2×E, Nil,
S̃L2, and Sol [36]. This is the Geometrization Theorem for 3-manifolds, which was proved
by Thurston [29] for large classes of 3-manifolds in the 1980s and proved in full by Perelman
[30, 31] in 2003.
In joint work with Dennis Sullivan, we combine the different geometries on the toroidal
ends of 3-manifolds to describe a uniform geometric structure for all closed orientable prime
3-manifolds. As explained in Chapter 6, we construct geometric structures on closed ori-
entable prime 3-manifolds that do not already have any of the Thurston geometry described
above. It follows from the JSJ decomposition [22, 23] that prime 3-manifolds have canon-
1
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ical incompressible torus walls (up to deformation of the identity) whose complementary
components are diffeomorphic to “elemental” prime 3-manifolds carrying single Thurston
geometries. This metric geometry is generalized here to Lie geometry, i.e. an open cover
by special coordinate charts in a model space whose transition maps are related by one of
several finite dimensional Lie groups acting on the model space. The Lie group is allowed
to vary in a constrained manner from region to region in the manifold. We prove that our
geometric version of torus wall is rigid after fixing finitely many parameters. The method
we use to prove this is by using covering spaces, pushouts, and sliding flat toroidal cylinders
isometrically together.
We introduce a new concept called compound Lie geometry which abstractly describes
what these constructions produce. These compound Lie geometries in our case consist of
sheaves of germs of charts into the upper half space (R3z>0) which are related by four Lie
groups acting on it. The key point is that each germ of the structure can be analytically
continued along any path, like solving a classical ODE in the complex plane. This defines
for each Lie geometrized manifold a developing map of its universal cover into upper half
space.
Another of Thurston’s achievements is the use of hyperbolic geometry and geometric
invariants to study knots, links and 3-manifolds. Thurston proved that most links in S3 are
hyperbolic i.e. the complement of the link in S3 is a complete finite volume hyperbolic 3-
manifold. Thurston’s hyperbolic Dehn surgery theorem [38] implies that most Dehn fillings
on a hyperbolic link result in hyperbolic 3-manifolds. This emphasized the importance of
hyperbolic links and their geometric invariants in the study of 3-manifolds. Knots and links
in the thickened torus and their geometric properties have been of recent interest and were
studied in [2, 4, 11, 12, 14, 21]. The geometry of alternating link complements in the thick-
ened torus is especially interesting because torihedral decompositions of their complements
in the thickened torus are intrinsically related to planar Euclidean goemetry. [14]
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Adams [7] studied a class of links called augmented links in S3. Building on that Purcell
[33] and Chesebro-Deblois-Wilton [15] studied a generalization of this called fully augmented
links. We study augmented and fully augmented links in the thickened torus and general-
ize geometric properties of augmented and fully augmented links proved by Adams, Purcell
and Chesebro-Deblois-Wilton to their counterparts in the thickened torus. We prove the
following:
1. In Chapter 3 we show a decomposition of the complement of augmented links in the
thickened torus into torihedra (Theorem 3.1.11).
2. We generalize the notion of an angle structure to the torihedral decompositions of aug-
mented links in the thickened torus and use it to show hyperbolicity of the complement
of many infinite families of augmented links in the thickened torus (Theorem 3.2.3 and
Theorem 3.2.9).
3. In Chapter 4 we generalize geometric properties of fully augmented links in S3 de-
scribed by Purcell [33] and Chesebro-Deblois-Wilton [15] to fully augmented links in
the thickened torus (Theorem 4.1.5 and Theorem 4.2.12).
4. In Chapter 5 we show that sequences of fully augmented links in the 3-sphere which
diagrammatically converge to a biperiodic fully augmented link have interesting asymp-
totic volume growth (Theorem 5.2.4).
Our main results use the notion of angle structures and ideal polyhedral decompositions
which we discuss in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we define augmented links in the thickened
torus and prove results about the geometry of their complements in the thickened torus.
In Chapter 4 we define fully augmented links in the thickened torus and prove geometric
properties of their complements in the thickened torus. In Chapter 5 we study the asymptotic
behavior and volume density, defined as volume per augmentation, of fully augmented links
CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW 4




Thurston introduced ideal triangulations and gluing equations to study hyperbolic structures
on 3-manifolds [38]. In addition to being very useful to study the topology and geometry
of 3-manifolds, ideal triangulations have also been used in computer programs to study
hyperbolic 3-manifolds and their geometric invariants [16]. Angle structures, introduced by
Casson and Rivin [34] are assignments of diherdral angles to every tetrahedron in an ideal
triangulation that satisfy the linear part of Thurston’s gluing equations. In this chapter we
will discuss the background on Thurston’s gluing equations, define angle structures and give
some examples, for more details see [18]. In this chapter we assume that M is an orientable
compact 3-manifold with boundary consisting of tori and all tetrahedra are oriented by an
ordering on the vertices.
2.1 Ideal Triangulations and Ideal tetrahedra
Definition 2.1.1. [32] A topological ideal triangulation of M is a combinatorial way of gluing
truncated tetrahedra so that the result is homeomorphic to M . The truncated parts will
correspond to the boundary of M .
5
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Remark 2.1.2. A gluing take faces to faces, edges to edges and the truncated part of one
tetrahedron to a truncated part of a (possibly same) tetrahedron.
Definition 2.1.3. We say that a tetrahedron has a positively oriented hyperbolic structure
if the tetrahedron with its vertices deleted is a geodesic ideal hyperbolic tetrahedron in H3
i.e. the vertices lie on the boundary ∂H3 and the orientation induced by the order of the
vertices agree with the positive orientation of H3.
Definition 2.1.4. A geometric ideal triangulation of M is a topological ideal triangulation
such that each tetrahedron has a positively oriented hyperbolic structure, and the result of
the gluing is a smooth manifold with a complete metric.
2.1.1 Ideal tetrahedra in H3
An isometry of H3 is completely determined by its action on three points on ∂H3 = C∪{∞}
[?]. Let T be an ideal tetrahedron in H3 with edge e and assume the first two vertices of T
are the endpoints of e. Then the isometry that sends the (ordered) end points of e to 0 and
∞ and the third vertex of T to 1 will determine the fourth vertex of T . If T is positively
oriented the fourth vertex z(e) will lie in C, with Im(z) > 0. This complex number, denoted
by z(e), is called the shape parameter of T with respect to e. The other two edges have




and the opposite edges have same shape parameter,
see Figure 2.1 (a).
Equivalently any ideal tetrahedron in H3 can be described by dihedral α, β, γ in clockwise
order around a vertex determine the Euclidean triangle up to similarity which is the link
of that ideal vertex see Figure 2.1 (b). The shape parameter with respect to the edge
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: (a): Shape parameter z(e). (b): Angles of the same tetrahedron as (a).
This can be easily seen using the Law of Sines.
2.2 Thurston’s Gluing Equations
In this section we describe when there is a complete hyperbolic structure on the interior of
M , denoted by int(M). We will denote by τ , the topological ideal triangulation of M .
Theorem 2.2.1. [38] (Edge gluing equations) Let M admit a topological ideal triangulation
such that each ideal tetrahedron has a hyperbolic structure. The hyperbolic structures on the
ideal tetrahedra induce a hyperbolic structure on int(M) if and only if for each edge e of τ ,
∏
z(ei) = 1 and
∑
arg(z(ei)) = 2πi,
where the product and sum are over all edges that glue to e.
Remark 2.2.2. The hyperbolic structures are in general incomplete.
Definition 2.2.3. Suppose M has a topological ideal triangulation, let C be a torus bound-
ary component of M , and let σ ∈ π1(C). We associate to σ a complex number H(σ) as
follows:
First orient the loop σ so that it can be homotoped to a loop that passes through any triangle
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of the cusp triangulation of C monotonically, i.e. in such a way that it cuts off one corner of
each triangle it enters in the cusp triangulation. Denote the shape parameters of the corners
cut off by σ as z1, ..., zn. Further associate to each corner the value εi = ±1: if the i − th
corner cut off lies to the left of σ, εi = +1 and if the i− th corner cut off lies to the right of





Theorem 2.2.4. [38] (Completeness equations) Let M admit a topological ideal triangulation
with a hyperbolic structure which satisfy the edge gluing equations. Let Cj for j = 1, .., h be
a torus boundary component of M and let σ1j, σ2j generate π1(Cj). If H(σ1j) = H(σ2j) = 0
for all j = 1, .., h then the ideal triangulation is a geometric ideal triangulation, i.e. the
hyperbolic structure on int(M) induced by the hyperbolic structure on the tetrahedra will be
a complete structure.
2.3 Angle Structures
In this section we will define angle structures and describe the results of Casson and Rivin
about hyperbolicity using angle structures, for more details see [18].
Definition 2.3.1. Let τ = T1 ∪ ...∪ Tn be an ideal triangulation of M . An angle structure
on τ is an assignment of internal dihedral angles to each edge of each tetrahedra Ti such
that opposite edges carry the same dihedral angle, and such that if (αi, βi, γi) are the angle
assignment for Ti then;
1. αi, βi, γi ∈ (0, π) for all i = 1, ..., n,
2. αi + βi + γi = π for all i = 1, ..., n,
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3. around each edge of M , the dihedral angles sum to 2π.
The set of all angle structures on τ is denoted A(τ)
Remark 2.3.2. The space of angle structures is much bigger than the space of solutions to
the gluing equations.
The gluing equations are separated into two parts, a real part and an imaginary part.
The real part of the equations is non-linear. The imaginary part of the equations is linear
in the dihedral angles. The set of angle structures is defined by a system of linear equations
and strict linear inequalities. Hence solving for angle structures is significantly easier than
solving for gluing equations.
The notion of an angle structure can be summarized by saying that the tetrahedra of
τ carry genuine hyperbolic shapes. However, the conditions these shapes must satisfy are
weaker than the gluing equations, namely the conditions necessary to be an angle structure
discard the real part of the edge gluing equations. Hence if we attempt to glue the tetrahe-
dra coming from an angle structure, we can encounter shearing singularities at the edges of τ .






For a hyperbolic ideal tetrahedron T with dihedral angles α, β, γ, the volume vol(T ) =
λ(α) + λ(β) + λ(γ). [27]
Definition 2.3.3. Let τ be an ideal triangulation of M as above, consisting of n tetrahedra.
We define a volume functional V : A(τ)→ R, by assigning to a point p = (p1, ..., p3n) ∈ A(τ)
the real number V(p) = λ(p1) + ... + λ(p3n). V(p) equals the sum of the volumes of the
hyperbolic tetrahedra associated to the angle structure p.
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Casson and Rivin [34] interpreted the non-linear part of Thurston’s gluing equaions in
terms of the critical values of the volume functional. They proved:
Theorem 2.3.4. [34] A point p ∈ A(τ) corresponds to a complete hyperbolic structure on
int(M) if and only if p is a critical point of the functional V.
Casson also proved the following application of angle structures to 3-manifolds.
Theorem 2.3.5. [24] An orientable 3-manifold M with an angled ideal triangulation con-
tains no normal 2-spheres and the only normal tori arise as links of the ideal vertices. Also,
each boundary component of M is a torus.
Purcell generalized the above theorem to angled polyhedral decompositions [32, Chap-
ter 9]. We use Casson’s Theorem and Purcell’s generalization to prove our Theorems in the
upcoming Chapters.
2.3.1 Examples
We give some simple illustration of the Casson-Rivin Theorem. A regular ideal tetrahedron is
an ideal hyperbolic tetrahedron with shape parameter e
iπ
3 (all dihedral angles π/3). Among
all ideal tetrahedra the regular ideal tetrahedra has the maximum volume denoted by vtet ≈
1.0149. [27] A regular ideal octahedron is a hyperbolic ideal octahedron with all dihedral
angles π/2. Among all ideal octahedra the regular ideal octahedron has the maximum
volume denoted by voct ≈ 3.6638 [3]. Using a stellating edge between two opposite vertices
this octahedron decomposes into four ideal tetrahedra, each with shape parameter e
iπ
4 or
equivalently with dihedral angles π/2, π/4, π/4.
Proposition 2.3.6. (1) Let τ be a topological ideal triangulation of M such that each edge
e has valency 6. Then τ is a geometric triangulation such that each tetrahedron in τ
is regular ideal tetrahedron.
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(2) Let O be a topological decomposition of M into ideal octahedra such that each edge has
valency 4. Then the M has a complete hyperbolic structure where each octahedron of
O is a regular octahedron.
Proof. (1) Suppose τ has n tetrahedra. Since vtet is the maximum volume among all
tetrahedra, vol(M) ≤ nvtet. Since valency of each edge is 6, the assignment of angle π/3 at
each edge of each tetrahedra of τ gives an angle structure on τ . This implies the volume
of this angle structure is nvtet. Thus this angle structure maximizes the volume. Hence by
Theorem 2.3.4 this angle structure induces a complete hyperbolic structure on M .
For the proof of (2) we can argue similarly as above. For more details see [12].
The manifolds that decompose into tetrahedra in such a way as in (1) are called tetrahedral
hyperbolic manifolds . Similarly the manifolds that decompose into octahedra in such a way
as in (2) are called octahedral manifolds. See [17] and [19] for more details.
Examples of Tetrahedral Manifolds:
1. The complement of the figure-8 knot decomposes into two tetrahedra with edge valence
6 for each edge [38].
2. Let W(p,q) be alternating links whose projection is the (p,q) torus link. Let B be the
braid axis. Then the infinite family of manifolds S3 − (W(3, q) ∪ B) decomposes into
tetrahedra with edge valence 6 for each edge [13].
Examples of Octahedral Manifolds:
1. The complement of the Whitehead link decomposes into octahedra with edge valence
4 for each edge [38].
2. The complement of the Borromean rings decomposes into octahedra with edge valence
4 for each edge [38].
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3. Let W be the toroidal link as shown in Figure 4.2 (b). The manifold T 2 × I − W
decomposes into octahedra with edge valence 4 for each edge [12].
Chapter 3
Augmented Links in the Thickened
Torus
Adams showed in [7] that given a hyperbolic alternating link K in S3 the link L obtained
by augmentation K is hyperbolic. It is natural to wonder if the statement holds if K and L
are links in the thickened torus. In this chapter we find many families of hyperbolic links in
the thickened torus which remain hyperbolic after augmentation.
3.1 Augmented Links
Definition 3.1.1. A diagram of a link L is said to be prime if for any closed curve meeting
the diagram twice bounds a region on one side with no crossings. See Figure 3.2
Definition 3.1.2. In a link L in S3 with diagram D, a string of bigons, or a single crossing
is called a twist region. D is twist reduced if for any simple closed curve in the plane that
intersects D transversely in four points, with two points adjacent to one crossing and the
other two points adjacent to another crossing, the simple closed curve bounds a subdia-
gram consisting of a (possibly empty) collection of bigons strung end to end between these
13
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Figure 3.1: Twist-reduced diagram of a link
Figure 3.2: Prime link diagram
crossings. See Figure 3.1.
Remark 3.1.3. Lackenby [25] showed that every prime connected alternating link has a
prime alternating twist-reduced diagram.
Definition 3.1.4. Let D be a twist reduced diagram of a link L, augmentation is a process
in which an unknotted circle component is added to one or more twist regions of D. Due to
the added circle component we can remove full twists at the twist region of D. If the twist
region has an odd number of crossings then all but one crossing is removed, whereas if the
twist region has an even number of crossings then all are removed. The newly obtained link
diagram is called an augmented link diagram. See Figure 3.3.
Champanerkar, Kofman and Purcell have studied alternating links in the thickened torus.
They define a link in the thickened torus as a quotient of what is called a biperiodic alter-
nating link.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: The left shows a pretzel knot before augmentation and the right shows after
augmentation
Figure 3.4: Left: example of the square weave diagram in S3. Right: a generic link L in S3.
Definition 3.1.5. [14] A biperiodic alternating link L is an infinite link which has a projec-
tion onto R2 which is invariant under an action of a two dimensional lattice Λ by translations,
such that L = L/Λ is an alternating link in T 2 × I, where I = (−1, 1), with the projection
on T 2 × {0}. We call L a link diagram in T 2 × I.
Remark 3.1.6. Since T 2×I ∼= S3−H, where H is a Hopf link. The complement T 2×I−L =
S3 − (L ∪ H) with diagram in S3 as in Figure 3.4.
We now extend the above definitions to link diagrams L in T 2 × I.
Champanerkar, Kofman and Purcell [14] have defined a notion of prime for links in T 2×I
called weakly prime.
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Definition 3.1.7. A diagram of a link L is weakly prime if whenever a disk is embedded
in the diagram surface meets the diagram transversely in exactly two edges, then the disk
contains a simple edge of the diagram and no crossings.
Definition 3.1.8. A twist region in a link diagram L = L/Λ in T 2 × I, is the quotient
of a twist region in the biperiodic link L. A biperiodic link L is called twist-reduced if for
any simple closed curve on the plane that intersects L transversely in four points, with two
points adjacent to one crossing and the other two points adjacent to another crossing, the
simple closed curve bounds a subdiagram consisting of a (possibly empty) collection of bigons
strung end to end between these crossings. We say L is twist-reduced if it is the quotient of
a twist-reduced biperiodic link.
We define augmentation for a link in T 2 × I the same way we define augmentation for
links in S3. For a link in T 2× I, the crossing circles are added to the diagram projected onto
T 2 × {0}.
Definition 3.1.9. Let L be a twist reduced diagram in T 2 × I, augmentation is a process
in which an unknotted circle component is added to one or more twist regions of L. Due to
the added circle component we can remove full twists at the twist region of L. If the twist
region has an odd number of crossings then all but one crossing is removed, whereas if the
twist region has an even number of crossings then all are removed. The newly obtained link
diagram is called an augmented link diagram. See Figure 3.5.
3.1.1 Torihedral Decomposition of Augmented Alternating Links
in Thickened Torus
In this section we show that an augmented alternating link complement in the thickened torus
can be decomposed into two isomorphic torihedra. Using this we can further decompose
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A B C D
Figure 3.5: A: The top right has an odd number of twists while the bottom left has an even
number of twists. B: The picture of the link on the right after augmentation twist regions
circled in red. C: The link with the twists removed. D: fully augmented links in the thickened
torus
the complement into tetrahedra with special properties. In the next section we use this
triangulation to prove hyperbolicity of augmented link complements in T 2× I. The key idea
is to combine the methods of Menasco [26] to decompose alternating links using crossing
edges into checkerboard colored ideal polyhedra and methods of Lackenby [25] to decompose
fully augmented links (which we discuss in chapter 4) into ideal polyhedra.
Definition 3.1.10. [14] A torihedron is a cone on the torus, i.e. T 2× [0, 1]/(T 2×{1}), with
a cellular graph G on T 2 × {0}. An ideal torihedron is a torihedron with the vertices of G
and the vertex T 2×{1} removed. Hence, an ideal torihedron is homeomorphic to T 2× [0, 1)
with a finite set of points (ideal vertices) removed from T 2 × {0}
Theorem 3.1.11. Let L be an augmented link in the T 2 × I. Let G(L) be a diagram of
the link on T 2 × {0}. There is a decomposition of the complement, (T 2 × I) − L into two
isomorphic ideal torihedra.
Proof. To decompose T 2× I−L into two ideal torihedra we will combine the methods of
Lackenby [25] and that of Menasco [26]. We begin by assuming that there are no half twists
and then arrange the link diagram of L in the following way: first place the added circle
components (augmentation) perpendicular to the projection plane, T 2×{0} and leaving the
remaining part of the link parallel to the projection plane. We now place a crossing edge on
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Figure 3.6: Left: The black strands are part of the link and the red strand is the crossing
edge. Right: The blue and red edges represent the split crossing edges and the shaded half
disk is bounded by the crossing circle
each crossing of the link so that for each crossing edge, one end of the edge lies on a bottom
strand while the other end lies on a top strand as in Figure 3.6.
We view the link from the point at infinity from the top. We will push the top strand to
the bottom strand, splitting the crossing edge into two identical edges as in Figure 3.6. We
push the link components to infinity and stretch the crossing edge so that we have flattened
the link onto T 2×{0} except for the crossing circles which will remain perpendicular to the
projection plane.
We place a disk on each crossing circle, a disk bounded by the crossing circle. We can
then cut T 2×I along T 2×{0} and focus on the top half, T 2× [0, 1). We will follow the same
method on the bottom half to obtain the second identical torihedron. The disk we place on
each crossing circle is now cut in half. This half disk is now bounded by the projection plane
and the semi-cricle arc of the crossing circle. We push down on the crossing circle and split
the disk into two identical disks. We then push the arc of each crossing circle to infinity,
collapsing them to ideal vertices. We obtain two triangular faces which represent the disk
which look like a bow-tie as in Figure 3.8.
We repeat the steps for the bottom half of T 2 × I, T 2 × [−1, 0). Then we get two
isomorphic torihedra. The graph of each will come from crossing edges and, edges of the
disk. Now, if there are half twists we will decompose the complement of the link the same
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Figure 3.7: This is a picture taken from [32] showing different gluings for no half-twists and
with half-twists
(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: The first pictures shows gluing without half-twists the second shows gluing with
half-twists
way as if there are no half twists and we will identify the two bow-ties as in Figure 3.8.
Finally we obtain the complement of the link by gluing the two torihedra with the gluing
information given by identifying crossing edges and triangles of the bow-tie. We glue the
faces of the torihedra which do not correspond to a bow-tie with a π/n twist where n is the
number of sides of each face as in Figure 3.12 clockwise or counterclockwise.
We see as an example the decomposition of the link C of Figure 3.5
Figure 3.9: Each crossing circle bounds a disk
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Figure 3.10: We split the disk and collapse the arc of each crossing circle to ideal vertices
Figure 3.11: Left: The crossing arc is the edge in red. Middle: Picture of splitting the
crossing edge. Right: The link component is pushed off to infinity.
Figure 3.12: Left: The top torihedron. Right: The bottom torihdron with rotation for face
gluing.
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Remark 3.1.12. The faces of one torihedron which do not correspond to a bow-tie which
glue to a corresponding face of the second torihedron form bipyramids. One can add stellating
edges, edges which have vertices corresponding to the different components of the Hopf link
that cuts through the center of the face, to decompose the bipyramids into tetrahedra. This
process is called stellation. Stellating all the bipyramids of the decomposition obtained from
Theorem 3.1.11 we obtained a triangulation of the complement of L which is made up of
horizontal edges (edges from the graph of the torihedra), vertical edges (edges from coning
vertices of the the graph of the torihedra) and stellating edges.
Proof. Using the decomposition from Theorem 3.1.11 we can add a stellation edge whose
end points are T 2×{−1} and T 2×{1} which cut through faces of T 2× I which do not come
from the augmentation disks like in [14]. Since each face of the top torihedron gets glued
to the bottom torihedron, we obtain bipyramids, and the stellation edge will decompose the
bipyramids into tetrahedra. Then the link of the vertex T 2×{1} or T 2×{−1} is the graph
of the torihedron T 2 × [0, 1) or T 2 × (−1, 0] respectively.
3.2 Angle Structures
Adams showed in [7] that hyperbolic alternating links in S3 will remain hyperbolic after
augmentation. We show in this section that certain families of alternating links also remain
hyperbolic after augmentation if the augmentations are “far” apart. We will use the trian-
gulation obtained from Corollary 3.1.12 to show that augmentation semi-regular alternating
links are hyperbolic. Then we will generalize to show that certain hyperbolic links in the
thickened torus will remain hyperbolic.
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Figure 3.13: the augmentations are separated by one crossing in the middle
3.2.1 Augmented Semi-Regular Links in the Thickened Torus
Definition 3.2.1. [14] A semi-regular biperiodic link is a biperiodic alternating link L whose
link diagram is isomorphic, as a plane graph, to a biperiodic edge-to-edge Euclidean tiling
with convex regular polygons. A semi-regular link in the thickened torus is a Z+Z quotient
of a semi-regular biperiodic link.
Champanerkar, Kofman and Purcell showed in [14] that semi-regular link complements
in T 2×I are hyperbolic. The angle structure obtained from the angles of the Euclidian tiling
associated to the link projection induce a complete hyperbolic structure on its complements
in T 2× I. From the angle structure they were able to compute exact volume of semi-regular
link complements in T 2 × I. In this section we obtain angle structures for augmented semi-
regular links in T 2× I. Although these angle structures may not correspond to the complete
hyperbolic structure they will show that these links are hyperbolic. We begin by defining
what it means for two augmentations to be “far” apart.
Definition 3.2.2. We will say that two augmentations are separated if they are separated
by at least one crossing as in Figure 3.13
Theorem 3.2.3. Let L be a semi-regular link with k > 0 augmentations.
1. If k = 1, (T 2 × I)− L is hyperbolic.
2. If k > 1 and the augmentations are separated, (T 2 × I)− L is hyperbolic.
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Proof. It was proved in [14] that semi-regular links have angle structures from their
corresponding Euclidean tiling. We show that adding one augmentation changes the angle
structure locally. We show this by assigning explicit angles for each augmentation.
(1) It was proved in [14] that each vertex of the projection of L looks locally like one
of the vertex types in Figure 3.14, a semi-regular link with augmentation will look like an
augmentation on one of these five vertices.
Figure 3.14: 4-valent vertex types
We assign angles to the graph of each torihedron which correspond to the triangulation
obtained from Remark 3.1.12. These angles will correspond to the dihedral angles of the
tetrahedra. We check that the angles given in the following Figures: 3.15, 3.16, 3.17, 3.18 and
3.19 induce an angle structure. We check for the case of the square weave with augmentation,
i.e. Figure 3.15 and leave it to the reader to check for the remaining cases in the same way.
First notice, the triangulation of the original square weave as in the first figure of 3.15 has
angles π/2 on each corner which corresponds to the dihedral angle of a stellating edge and
π/4 on each corner which corresponds to a dihedral angle of the vertical edge. The square
weave with augmentation has a triangulation as in the last figure of Figure 3.15, where the
augmentation bow-tie is colored in grey. Shaded in green in the last figure of Figure 3.15 is
the distortion of angles from the original angles from the square weave without augmentation.
This shows that the distortion of angles is local.
It is clear that all the angles of Figure 3.15 is between (0, π) and hence satisfying the first
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condition to induce an angle structure. Since each triangle corresponds to a tetrahedron in
the decomposition and vice versa, the angle sum of each triangle equating to π shows that
the assigned angles satisfy the second condition to induce an angle structure.
We now check for each edge the angle sum of the dihedral angles that glue to that edge
is 2π. We begin by checking that this is true for stellating and vertical edges. Since all
the stellating and vertical edges correspond to vertices of the graph, the sum of the angles
around each vertex summing to 2π shows that the sum of the dihedral angles of stellating
and vertical edges are 2π. We check that the sum of dihedral angles around horizontal edges
in two parts: we first check it for the horizontal edges of the augmentation bow-tie and then
check for the horizontal edges that correspond to crossing edges.
The edges labeled by one, two and three ticks are the edges of the bow-tie. Consider the
edge labeled with one tick. This edge has valence 6, it is an edge of two tetrahedra (shaded
in green) and two top tetrahedra (shaded in grey) and two bottom tetrahedra (shaded in
grey) with the same angles as the two top tetrahedra. The corner opposite the one-tick
edge corresponds to the dihedral angle of that edge. The sum of the dihedral angles which
come from green triangles is π/3 + π/3 = 2π/3. The sum of the dihedral angles from the
grey triangles, which we will count twice, one for the top pair and one for the bottom pair
is 2 ∗ (π/3 + π/3) = 2 ∗ (2π/3) = 4π/3. Then the total sum of the dihedral angles for the
one-tick edge is 2π/3 + 4π/3 = 6π/3 = 2π. We repeat in the same way for the two-tick and
three-tick edges. The sum of the dihedral angles of the two-tick edge and three-tick edge is
2 ∗ (π/3 + π/3) (grey triangles) +(π/3 + π/3) (green triangles) = 2π.
Now the horizontal edges which correspond to crossing edges are 4 valent. Most of the
crossing edges on the graph do not correspond to a tetrahedron with any angle distortion,
which means that unless the crossing edge is an edge of a green triangle one need not check
that the sum of the dihedral angles of that edge is 2π. There are only two different crossing
edge that are part of a green triangle. One on the left of the last figure of Figure 3.15 which
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share a vertex with a two-tick edge and one on the right of the same figure which share a
vertex with a one-tick edge. Consider the edge on the left. This crossing edge splits into two
edges in the graph: one which is an edge of two green triangles and one which is the edge of
two white triangles. The one which is an edge of two white triangles have sum of dihedral
angles π since the angles come from the original square weave. The one which is an edge
of two green triangles has sum 2π/3 + π/3 = π. Hence the sum of dihedral angles of the
left crossing edge is 2π. We repeat in the same way for the right crossing edge and see that
the sum of dihedral angles is also 2π. We have now shown that the sum of dihedral angles
around each edge is 2π which is the last condition to induce an angle structure.
Now, one can similarly show that an angle structure exists if the crossing circle was added
to the crossing the other way, i.e. augmentations perpendicular to the ones shown.
(2) Since each augmentation distorts the angles of the original semi-regular link locally,
adding more augmentation with the same angles as in the figures will still induce an angle
structure as long as the area of distortion does not overlap. This means that the crossing
circles must be separated from one another by at least one crossing, i.e. augmentations are
separated.
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Figure 3.15: Augmentation on 4.4.4.4 shaded grey is augmentation bow-tie and green is
angle distortion.
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Figure 3.16: Augmentation on 3.4.6.4 shaded grey is augmentation bow-tie and green is
angle distortion.
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Figure 3.17: Augmentation on 3.6.3.6 shaded grey is augmentation bow-tie and green is
angle distortion.
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Figure 3.18: Augmentation on 3.3.6.6 shaded grey is augmentation bow-tie and green is
angle distortion.
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Figure 3.19: Augmentation on 3.4.4.6 shaded grey is augmentation bow-tie and green is
angle distortion.
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3.2.2 Augmented Links in the Thickened Torus
Angled torihedra were introduced in [14] and [21] as a generalization to the notion of angle
structures and used to show hyperbolicity of various links in the thickened torus. Purcell
and Howie proved:
Theorem 3.2.4. [21] Let L be a link in the thickened torus so that the link complement
decomposes into angled torihedra then (T 2 × I)− L is hyperbolic.
Below we define angled polyhedra and angled torihedra.
Definition 3.2.5. [32] Let P be an ideal polyhedron. Truncate the ideal vertices of P ,
so they become boundary faces, see Figure 3.20. The edges between (regular) faces and
boundary faces are called boundary edges. Let D be a disk embedded in P with ∂D ⊂ ∂P .
We say that D is normal if it satisfies the following conditions.
1. ∂D meets the faces, boundary faces, edges, and boundary edges of P transversely.
2. ∂D does not lie entirely on a single face or boundary face of P .
3. Any arc of intersection of ∂D with a face of P does not have both endpoints on the
same edge, or on the same boundary edge, or on an adjacent edge and boundary edge.
Similarly, any arc of intersection of ∂D with a boundary face does not have both
endpoints on the same boundary edge.
4. ∂D meets any edge at most once.
5. ∂D meets any boundary face at most once.
In the case of a torihedron a disk is normal if it is normal in the polyhedral fundamental
domain of the torihedron chosen such that the disk is properly embedded in the truncated
fundamental domain.
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Figure 3.20: Left: Truncating an ideal polyhedron. Right: Examples of curves that cannot be
the boundary of a normal disk. The numbers indicate the property which fails in Definition
3.2.5. This picture was taken from [32]
Definition 3.2.6. [21] An angled torihedron is a truncated torihedron T such that each edge
e of T has an associated interior angle θ(e) (dihedral angle) and exterior angle ε(e) = π−θ(e)
satisfying;
1. θ(e) ∈ (0, π) if e is not a boundary edge; θ(e) = π/2 if e is a boundary edge.
2. For each boundary face, let e1, ..., en denote the non-boundary edges with an endpoint
on that boundary face. Then
∑n
i=1 ε(ei) = 2π
3. For each normal disk in T whose boundary meets edges e1, ..., ep,
∑p
i=1 ε(ei) ≥ 2π
4. for all edges e1, ..., en identified to edge e,
∑n
i=1 θ(ei) = 2π
Definition 3.2.7. Let L be an augmented link in the thickened torus and let Γ(L) be the
graph on the boundary of the torihedron which is used to decompose T 2× I−L in Theorem
3.1.11. Let γ be a path in Γ(L) which begins at a corner vertex v of a triangle of a bowtie (of
the augmentation) and ends at another corner vertex v′ of a triangle of bowtie (possibly same
augmentation). Then γ is made up of pairs of edges (ei, e
′
i) where ei and e
′
i are identified to
the same crossing edge. We call such a γ path of edges of (v, v′). See Figure 3.21.
Definition 3.2.8. A path of edges which start from a n valent vertex and ends at a k valent
will be called a (n, k)-path.
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Figure 3.21: A path of edges between two augmentation bow-ties.
Consider a hyperbolic link K in the thickened torus and let L be obtained from K with
one augmentation. Since the projection of K is 4-valent the bow-tie which comes from the
augmentation in ΓL has one center vertex (center of the botwie) of valence four, two vertices
of valence three, two vertices of valence five. The path of edges of this bow-tie can close up
in the thickened torus in one of the following ways: Either the path of edges which start
at one 3-valent vertex ends on a 5-valent vertex or the path of edges which start at one
3-valent vertex ends on a 3-valent vertex which implies the path which starts at one 5-valent
vertex ends at a 5-valent vertex, see Figure 3.22. If the path of edges of one augmentation
bow-tie has path of edges which start at a 3-valent vertex ends at a 5-valent vertex we say
the augmentation has two (3,5)-paths, otherwise we say the augmentation has one (3,3)-path
and one (5,5)-path.
Theorem 3.2.9. Let K be a hyperbolic link in the thickened torus. Let L be obtained from
augmentation K with k > 0 augmentations.
1. If k = 1 and the bow-tie associated to the augmentation on the graph of L has two
(3,5)-paths then (T 2 × I)− L is hyperbolic.
2. If k > 1 and the bow-tie associated to each augmentations on the graph of L has no
(3,3)-path or (5,5)-path, (T 2 × I)− L is hyperbolic.
Proof. We will first show that when k = 1, L is hyperbolic by showing that one can
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Figure 3.22: Left and Middle: The case where the path of edges which start at a 3-valent
vertex ends at a 5-valent vertex. Right: the case where the path of edges which start at a
3-valent vertex ends at a 3-valent vertex.
Figure 3.23: An augmentation (with no half-twist) bow-tie on one torihedron with identifi-
cation labeled by 1,2 and 3.
decompose the link complement into two ideal angled torihedra. Then it will follow from
Theorem 3.2.4 that L is hyperbolic. First assume the bow-tie has no half-twist i.e. the
bow-tie associated to the augmentation has edge identification as in Figure 3.23. To the
augmentation we assign the following angles: Let 0 < ε < π/2,
• On the edges of the bow-tie labeled 1 we assign the angle π/2,
• On the edges of the bow-tie labeled 2 we assign angles π − ε on the edge which has a
vertex of valence 5 and ε on the edge which has a vertex of valence 3.
• On the edges of the bow-tie with labeled 3 we assign angles π − ε on the edge which
has a vertex of valence 5 and ε on the edge which has a vertex of valence 3.
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• On the edges which comes from the crossing arc with vertex of valence 5 (vertex on
the triangle of the bowtie) we assign angles π/2 + ε
• On the edges which comes from the crossing arc with vertex of valence 3 (vertex on
the triangle of the bowtie) we assign angles π/2− ε
All other angles which are not part of this string will be assigned angles π/2. When there is
a half-twist we can assign angles in a similar way. For each pair of edges on a path of edges
of the end vertices of a bowtie which are identified, the assigned angles will be π/2− ε and
π/2 + ε. For example, we take the path of edges which starts on the top right corner of the
top triangle of the bowtie in the right of Figure 3.22 which ends at the bottom right corner
of the bottom triangle of the bowtie. The first edge of the string will start with π/2+ε which
gets identified to the next edge with assigned angle π/2 − ε until it closes to the bottom
triangle with π/2− ε.
We now check that these angles satisfy conditions so that our decomposition is an angled
torihedra. We first check that for each edge the sum of the dihedral angles is 2π. For the
edge labeled 2 and 3, there are four identified edges, 2 edges on the top torihedron with
angles π − ε and ε and 2 edges on the bottom torihedron with angles π − ε and ε which add
to 2π. The edges with labeled 1 has four edges identified, all with assigned angle of π/2.
The edges which come from crossing arcs each have four edges being identified with all four
edges π/2 if they do not lie on a path of edges whose end points are on the bowtie of the
augmentation. If they do lie on a path of edges which end on vertices of the bowtie then
they have two edges of assigned angle π/2− ε and π/2 + ε which add to 2π.
We also check that for any simple closed curve on the torus the sum of the edges which
intersect the curve transversely add to an angle sum > 2π and is equal (n − 2)π when
encircling one vertex, where n is the number of edges which the closed curve passes. Notice
that each vertex which are not the vertices of the bowtie has valence 4 and two which come
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from a split crossing edge being identified and two which come from different crossing edges.
We do not get any other possible cases since the link K was hyperbolic (this means that K
is weakly prime since (K∪ Hopf link) is hyperbolic which implies (K∪ Hopf link) is prime
as a link in S3). The edges which share this vertex will either all have π/2 angles, have one
pair which have angles π/2 − ε and π/2 + ε and the other pair which have π/2 angles or
have two pairs which have angles π/2 − ε and π/2 + ε. In each case the angle sum around
each vertex is 2π. For any simple closed curve which encircle more than one vertex the curve
must pass more than four edges of which two must have assigned angle π/2 + ε and hence
the sum would be greater than 2π.
Chapter 4
Fully Augmented Links in the
Thickened Torus
In this chapter we will study the geometry of fully augmented link complements in the
thickened torus and describe some of their geometric properties. In Section 4.1 we give
the conditions necessary on the diagram of a link K in the thickened torus so that the
link obtained by fully augmentation K is hyperbolic in the thickened torus and describe a
geometric decomposition of its complement which gives the complete hyperbolic structure.
In Section 4.2 we prove that the edges of this decomposition are canonical and in Section
4.3 we give volume bounds for fully augmented link complements in the thickened torus.
We use and generalize methods developed by Purcell [33] for studying the geometry of fully
augmented links in S3.
37
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Figure 4.1: The third picture is a fully augmented link diagram with one half twist and the
fourth picture is one with no half-twist
4.1 Hyperbolicity of Fully Augmented Links in the Thick-
ened Torus
We will begin by defining fully augmented links in the thickened torus which is motivated
by the definition of a fully augmented link in S3.
Definition 4.1.1. A fully augmented link in S3 is a link L that is obtained from a diagram
of a link K as follows: (1) augment every twist region with a circle component, called a
crossing circle, (2) get rid of all full twists. See Figure 4.1.
Remark 4.1.2. Depending on the parity of the number of crossings in a twist region the
fully augmented link may or may not have a half-twist at that crossing circle. See the third
figure from the left in Figure 4.1. Note that the polyhedron used in the decomposition of the
fully augmented link with half-twists is the same as that without half-twist but uses different
gluing on the bow-ties. See Figure 3.8. Hence for convenience we work with fully augmented
links without half-twists even though the link complements are not homeomorphic to one
another. See the third and fourth figure from left Figure 4.1.
We will similarly define fully augmented links in T 2 × I.
Definition 4.1.3. A fully augmented link in T 2 × I is a link L that is obtained from a
diagram of a link K in T 2 × I on T 2 × {0} as follows: (1) augment every twist region with
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a): Example of fully augmented triaxial link without half twists. (b): Example
of fully augmented link on a variation of the square weave with half twists.
a circle component, called a crossing circle (2) get rid of all full twists. See Figure 4.2 and
Figure 4.2.
Remark 4.1.4. Depending on the parity of the number of crossings at a twist region the
fully augmented link may or may not have a half-twist at that crossing circle. As before for
convenience we will work with fully augmented links without half-twists.
Then a fully augmented link in T 2× I is a link which has a fully augmented link diagram
in T 2 × {0}.
Theorem 4.1.5. Let K be a weakly prime, twist reduced link in T 2 × I with at least one
crossing. Let L be a link obtained by fully augmentation K. Then L is hyperbolic and
decomposes (T 2 × I) − L into two isometric totally geodesic toirhedra with the following
properties:
1. The faces of the torihedron can be checkerboard colored, where shaded faces of the
torihedron are triangular and come from the bow-ties corresponding to crossing circles;
2. The graph of the torihedron is 4-valent;
3. The dihedral angle of each edge of the torihedra is π/2.
Lemma 4.1.6. Let L be a hyperbolic fully augmented link in T 2× I. The following surfaces
are embedded totally geodesic surfaces in the hyperbolic structure on the link complement.
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1. Each twice-punctured disk bounded by a crossing circle, punctured by two link compo-
nents lying on the projection plane.
2. Each component of the projection plane.
Proof. (1) We begin by showing that each twice-punctured disk bounded by a crossing
circle, punctured by two link components lying on the projection plane are embedded totally
geodesic surfaces. Adams [6] showed that any incompressible twice-punctured disk properly
embedded in a hyperbolic 3-manifold is totally geodesic. Hence it suffices to show that any
twice-punctured disk E bounded by a crossing circle is incompressible. Suppose there is a
compressing disk D with with ∂D ⊂ E. Since ∂D is an essential closed curve on E, it must
encircle one or two punctures of E.
Suppose it encircles only one puncture. By hypothesis since L is hyperbolic in T 2 × I,
the link L with the Hopf link H is a hyperbolic link in S3. This implies that the union of
D and the disk bounded by ∂D inside the closure of E forms a sphere in S3 met by the
link exactly once. This is a contradiction to the generalized Jordan curve theorem. Hence
∂D must bound a twice-punctured disk E ′ on E. This means (E − E ′) ∪D is a boundary
compressing disk for the crossing circle, contradicting the fact that L is a hyperbolic link.
(2) We now show that each component of the projection plane are embedded totally
geodesic surfaces. Notice that the reflection through the projection plane (T 2×{0}) preserves
the link complement, fixing the plane pointwise. Then it is a consequence of Mostow-Prasad
rigidity that such a surface must be totally geoedesic. (See [33])
The proof of Theorem 4.1.5 relies on a result about the existence of certain circle patterns
on the torus due to Bobenko and Springborn [9].
Theorem 4.1.7. [9]. Suppose G is a 4-valent graph on the torus T 2, and θ ∈ (0, 2π)E is a
function on edges of G that sums to 2π around each vertex. Let G∗ denote the dual graph
of G. Then there exist a circle pattern on T 2 with circles circumscribing faces of G (after
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.3: The decomposition on the fully augmented link
isotopy of G) and having exterior intersection angles θ, if and only if the following condition
is satisfied:
Suppose we cut the torus along a subset of edges of G∗, obtaining one or more pieces.
For any piece that is a disk, the sum of θ over the edges in its boundary must be at least 2π,
with equality if and only if the piece consists of only one face of G∗ (only one vertex of G).
The circle pattern on the torus is uniquely determined up to similarity.
Proof of Theorem 4.1.5. We will prove Theorem 4.1.5 in three steps. In the first step we
show there exist a decomposition of T 2×I−L into two combinatorially isomorphic torihedra
such that:
1. The faces of the torihedron can be checkerboard colored, where shaded faces of the
torihedron are triangular and come from the bow-ties corresponding to crossing circles;
2. The graph of the torihedron is 4-valent.
Second step we will show that L is hyperbolic using Theorem 4.1.7. In the third step we will
show that each torihedron of the decomposition is totally geodesic and right angled.
Step 1: we begin by assuming that there are no half twists and the components of L that
are not crossing circles lie flat on T 2×{0}. Create the torihedra by the following procedure,
illustrated in Figure 4.3.
1. Cut T 2×I along the projection plane T 2×{0}. This slices each of the twice-punctured
disks bounded by a crossing circle in half, see Figure 4.3 (b).
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2. For each of the two pieces resulting from Step 1, split up the middle of the halves of
twice-punctured disks, opening half disks out as in Figure 4.3 (c).
3. Collapse each component of the link to ideal vertices as in Figure 4.3 (d).
This decomposes T 2 × I − L into two identical torihedra.
In case there are half-twists glue as in Figure 3.8. To obtain T 2×I−L from the torihedra,
reverse the cut-slice-flatten procedure.
Note that we have repeated the steps from Theorem 3.1.11 in Chapter 2. The only difference
being that since there are no crossings in L other than the crossing circles there is no need
for crossing edges. The edges of the torihedra come only from the intersections of the twice-
punctured disks with the projection plane, T 2×{0}. This graph of the torihedron is 4-valent
and every region of L in the plane is adjacent to a bow-tie. Hence shaded faces are bow-ties.
We call this the bow-tie graph ΓL.
Step 2: we show that L is hyperbolic. Let θ(e) = π/2 for every edge e in ΓL. We now
verify the condition of Theorem 4.1.7. This will prove the existence of an orthogonal circle
pattern circumscribing the faces of ΓL.
Let C be a loop of edges of Γ∗L enclosing a disk D that intersects n edges of ΓL transversely.
Let V denote the number of vertices of ΓL that lie in D, and let E denote the number of
edges of ΓL inside D disjoint from C. Because the vertices of ΓL are 4-valent and since the
edges inside D get counted twice for each of its end vertex, n+ 2E = 4V . This implies n is
even. Since K is weakly prime and C is made up of edges dual to ΓL that implies n > 2.
Since n is even n ≥ 4. This implies that the sum of θ(e) for all edges of C must be at least
2π.
We now show that this is an equality if and only if C consists of one face of Γ∗L, i.e. C
encloses only one vertex. Suppose that the sum
∑
e∈C
θ(e) > 2π. Since θ(e) = π/2, for every
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e ∈ ΓL,
n ≥ 6 =⇒ 4V − 2E ≥ 6 =⇒ 2V − E ≥ 3 =⇒ V ≥ 2.




θ(e) = 2π which implies n = 4. Let the edges of C be ei for 0 ≤ i ≤ 3
with ei incident to vertices vi and vi+1 and v0 = v4. Let the faces dual to vi be Fvi . Without
loss of generality, let Fv0 be a shaded triangular face. Since ΓL is checkerboard colored, Fv2
is also shaded triangular face.
Suppose Fv0 ∩ Fv2 = ∅ then the edge e2 must enter a white face Fv3 which has empty
intersection with Fv0 . See Figure 4.5 (a).
Then C bounds a region in the corresponding picture in the link in bottom left of Figure
4.4, and C intersects a region of the link L and K in two points. Since C bounds a disk this
contradicts the weakly prime condition of K. If the C intersects intersect two blue strands
as in bottom right of Figure 4.4 on each side it will contradict twist-reduced.
Hence C must need more than 4 edges to get back to v0 which implies n > 4. Therefore
Fv0 ∩ Fv2 in a vertex and hence C encloses a single vertex. See Figure 4.5 (b).
Now, since we showed that ΓL is a graph on the torus which satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 4.1.7 there exists an orthogonal circle pattern on the torus with circles circum-
scribing the faces of ΓL. Since the white faces intersect only at ideal vertices the circles
which circumscribe the white faces create a circle packing which in points of tangency corre-
sponding to the associated ideal vertices. Moreover since ΓL is 4-valent the circle packing for
the shaded triangular faces meets it orthogonally. Lifting the circle pattern to the universal
cover of the torus defines an orthogonal biperiodic circle pattern on the plane. Considering
the plane as the plane at infinity for H3, this circle pattern defines a right-angled biperiodic
ideal hyperbolic polyhedron in H3. The torihedron of the decomposition of T 2× I−L is the
quotient by Z× Z which is now realized as a right angled hyperbolic torihedron. It follows
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Figure 4.4: C is in red, bottom left: C intersects the original link in two points and hence
must be a trivial edge. Bottom right: C can intersect on the original link at four points and
therefore must bound a twist region.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: (a) When n ≥ 5 and C closes with ≥ 5 edges. (b) When n = 4 and C closes
with 4 edges.
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from Theorem 3.2.4 that T 2 × I − L is hyperbolic.
Step 3: By Lemma 4.1.6 each face of the torihedron decomposes into totally geodesic sur-
faces. Note that reflection in the white faces preserves the link complement. Hence shaded
faces must be orthogonal to the white faces, and therefore the dihedral angle at each edge is
exactly π/2.
Remark 4.1.8. The decomposition above is the same decomposition obtained via the circle
pattern argument in Theorem 4.1.5. It was by the result of Adam [7] that fully augmented
link complements in S3 were hyperbolic. We prove the analogous results for fully augmented
link complements in T 2 × I. In fact the decomposition we use to prove hyperbolicity is the
one that gives the complete hyperbolic structure and this follows from the above proposition.
Definition 4.1.9. For a fully augmented link L in the thickened torus the decomposition
of T 2 × I − L described in step one of the proof above is called the bow-tie torihedral
decomposition of L. We call the graph of the torihedra the bow-tie graph of L and denote it
ΓL.
4.2 Geometric Properties
Using the methods of Purcell [33], in this section we show that the edges of the torihedra
obtained from the torihedral decomposition are canonical, i.e. these edges are geometric
duals to faces of a Ford domain. We will define Ford domains below.
4.2.1 Ford Domain
Let us recall the definition of Ford domain, for more detail see Chapter 14 of [32]. A Ford
domain is a fundamental domain for a cusped hyperbolic 3-manifold. When M has only one
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Figure 4.6: The horoballs H and g−1(H) are shown, along with the isometric sphere I(g).
The effect of applying g to this picture is shown on the right: g ◦ g−1(H) maps to H, H to
g(H), and I(g) maps to I(g−1).This figure has been taken from [?]
cusp it is unique and canonical.
Let M have a unique cusp. Denote by Γ ≤ PSL(2,C) the non-elementary discrete group so
that M ∼= H3/Γ with a parabolic subgroup Γ∞ fixing the point at infinity.
Definition 4.2.1. Let g ∈ PSL(2,C) be an element that does not fix ∞. Let H denote
a horosphere about ∞ in H3. Then g−1(H) is a horosphere centered at a point of C ⊂
(C ∪ {∞}) = ∂H3. Define the set I(g) to be the set of points in H3 equidistant from H and
g−1(H):
I(g) = {x ∈ H3 : d(x,H) = d(x, g−1(H))}
The set I(g) is the isometric sphere of g.
Fact: For g ∈ Γ−Γ∞, g maps I(g−1), taking the half ball bounded by I(g) to the exterior
of the half ball bounded by I(g−1). See Figure 4.6
Definition 4.2.2. define B(g) to be the open half ball bounded by I(g) in H3, and let F(Γ)
be the set
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We call F(Γ) the equivariant Ford domain.
We list several properties of the equivariant Ford Domain [?]:
1. F(Γ) is invariant under the action of Γ∞.
2. F(Γ) is a convex subset of H3.
3. ∂F(Γ) consists of points on I(g) for at least one g ∈ Γ−Γ∞, and admits a decomposition
into convex faces, edges, and vertices.
4. F(Γ) is invariant under the action of Γ∞. In particular, Γ∞ takes faces, edges, and
vertices of F(Γ) to faces, edges, and vertices, respectively.
5. Suppose a subset fg of I(g) is a face of F(Γ). Then g(fg) is a face of F(Γ).
Property 5. implies that if I(g) ∩ F(Γ) is a face for some g, then g is a face-pairing
isometry of F(Γ) in the sense that it maps a face isometrically to a face. At this point, we
could take the quotient of F(Γ) by its face pairing isometries and obtain a manifold that is
a covering space of M . However, we really want a fundamental domain of M , so we restrict
F(Γ) further.
Definition 4.2.3. A vertical fundamental domain for Γ∞ is a connected convex fundamental
domain for the action of Γ∞ on H3 that is cut out by finitely many vertical geodesic planes
in H3.
Definition 4.2.4. A Ford domain for M is the intersection of F(Γ) and a vertical funda-
mental domain for Γ∞.
Remark 4.2.5. A Ford domain is not canonical; that is, it is not uniquely defined for the
manifold, because the choice of vertical fundamental domain is not unique. However, the
equivariant Ford domain is canonical.
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The case of multiple cusps. When there are multiple cusps, we can still build a Ford
domain by considering points closer to one cusp than another. However, there are choices
involved. We will first give the definitions, then explain how the choices affect the domain.
Let M ∼= H3/Γ be a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold with cusps C0, ..., Ck. Start by choosing
an embedded horoball neighborhood of all the cusps of M . We often choose maximal cusp
neighborhoods. Liftiing the horoball neighborhood to H3 gives a countable collection of
horoballs, which are disjoint. We assume that the horoball H0 projects to the cusp C0 under
the covering map.
Let Γ∞ ≤ Γ denote the subgroup fixing the cusp at infinity. We may choose a vertical
fundamental domain V0 for the action of Γ∞, and let I(g) isometric spheres for g ∈ Γ− Γ∞.
Unlike the one cusp case these will form some of the faces but not all. In particular, isometric
spheres only give points equidistant from lifts of the cusp C0. We also need to consider points
equidistant from the horoball H0 and lifts of cusps C1, ..., Ck. These are not isometric spheres,
so must be defined separately. For each Cj, j = 1, ..., k, choose a horoball Hj such that the
distance from H0 to Hj is the distance from the cusp C0 to Cj in M . For convenience, we
may choose Hj such that its center lies inside the vertical fundamental domain V0. For a
horoball H with center on C, let P (H) denote the set of points equidistant from H0 and H.
(Thus for g ∈ Γ−Γ∞, the isometric sphere I(g) is the plane P (g−1(H0)).) Let B(H) denote
the open half ball bounded by P (H), so B(g−1(H0)) = B(g).
Define F′ to be the set











Define F0 to be the set F0∩V0. Now repeat the entire construction above, only replacing
C0 with Cj . Thus we start by applying an isometry so that Hj is a horoball about infinity
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projecting to Cj . Define a vertical fundamental domain Vj , and obtain sets F| and Fj =
Fj ∩ Vj . Note that under the isometry taking Cj to the cusp at infinity, the sets F0 and F0
created before are mapped to some other region of H3 whose interior will be disjoint from
Fj and Fj .
Definition 4.2.6. Let M be a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold with cusps C0, ..., Ck. For
each cusp, construct subsets Fj and Fj of H3 as above. The (disjoint) union of the sets Fj
is the equivariant Ford domain F . The (disjoint) union of the sets Fj is the Ford domain of
M .
4.2.2 Canonical edges of torihedral decomposition
We define canonical edges as follows:
Take a component Fj of the equivariant Ford domain (described above), embedded in H3
such that it contains a horoball H about infinity and consider a face f of Fj with nonempty
interior. The points in the interior of f are points in H3 that are equidistant from H and
from another horoball lift H ′ of a cusp of M . For each such face, take the geodesic from the
center of H ′ on ∂∞H3 to ∞. This geodesic is the geometric dual to the face f .
Definition 4.2.7. The edges of a polyhedral decomposition of M are canonical if they are
geometric duals to the faces of a Ford Domain.
In general a canonical polyhedral decomposition of a link complement may contain more
canonical edges than a decomposition of the link complement whose edges are canonical.
Guéritaud [20] showed a canonical polyhedral decomposition for 2−bridge links, Sakuma and
Weeks [35] showed canonical polyhedral decompositions for some families of link complements
using symmetry and SnapPy computes canonical polyhedral decompositions for “small” 3-
manifolds [16]. Purcell [33] showed that edges of the cut-slice-flatten decomposition for
fully augmented links are canonical. In general is a difficult problem to determine canonical
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polyhedral decompositions for families of link complements. For example, the following
conjecture by Sakuma and Weeks is still unknown.
Conjecture 4.2.8. For any hyperbolic alternating knot and any alternating diagram of the
knot, each crossing arc is isotopic to an edge of the canonical polyhedral decomposition of the
knot complement.
Definition 4.2.9. [33] Given any edge e of a hyperbolic ideal triangle T , define the midpoint
of e to be the point on e where a geodesic from the vertex of T opposite e meets e at a right
angle.
In the complement of the fully augmented link, the shaded faces form triangles. This
means for every edge of the shaded face and we can find a midpoint. Two shaded faces are
glued to each other by a reflection through a white face. Since angles are preserved under
reflection, the midpoint of an edge on one shaded face will agree with the midpoint of the
same edge in an adjacent shaded face. Then each edge on T 2×{0} of each torihedron in the
torihedral decomposition of a fully augmented link has a well-defined midpoint. Now consider
the vertical edges of the torihedron, i.e. edges which has a vertex on T 2 × {0} and the cone
point of that torus. See Figure 4.7. Consider one vertical edge e the vertex of e on T 2×{0}
is a vertex on a triangular shaded face, Te. Then an edge E
′′ of Te along with a vertical edge
e′ whose vertex on T 2 × {0} is also on Te forms a triangle Te. Hence for every vertical edge
we can find a midpoint. Since Te and Te are faces of the same tetrahedron the midpoint of
e is the same midpoint as the edge E of Te which is opposite to e on the tetrahedron as in
Figure 4.7. Thus each edge of the torihedral decomposition has a well-defined midpoint.
Lemma 4.2.10. Let L be a fully augmented link in T 2 × I. Suppose there exists a horoball
expansion about the cusps of T 2 × I − L such that the midpoint of every edge is a point of
tangency of horospherical tori. Then the edges of the torihedra are canonical.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: (a):The triangle Te determines the midpoint of edge e. (b): The geodesic hits
midpoint of e.
Figure 4.8: A vertex on the projection torus T 2×{0} sent to infinity will result in a rectangle
as is the case for any vertex of a fully augmented link in S3 we can see this figure in [33]
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Proof. We begin by decomposing T 2 × I − L into two isometric torihedra. Consider the
lift of one torihedron T̃ in H3. Consider the edges of T̃ which run to ∞. Let e be such an
edge. Then e is a geodesic between two horoballs H and H ′, one centered at one vertex of
e, ∞ and the other centered at the other vertex of e. By assumption, H and H ′ meet at
the midpoint of e and the geodesic which meets e at a right angle are the points equidistant
from H and H ′. This means e is a geometric dual of a face of the Ford Domain. For all the
edges which do not run to ∞ we can send one of its vertices to ∞ by an isometry of H3 and
repeat the argument.
Lemma 4.2.11. Any cusp of a fully augmented link in T 2 × I which does not correspond
to the Hopf link is tiled by rectangles, each determined by a circle packing corresponding to
a vertex of the ideal torihedra of the torihedral decomposition of T 2 × I − L. Moreover, the
circle packing for any such vertex always consists of two parallel white lines, both tangent to
a pair of white circles as in Figure 4.8, with all additional circles interior to these four.
Proof. The proof follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [33].
Theorem 4.2.12. Let L be a fully augmented link in T 2×I. Then the edges of the torihedral
decomposition of T 2 × I − L are canonical.
Proof. We begin by showing that there exists a horoball expansion about the cusps of
T 2 × I such that the midpoint of every edge is a point of tangency of horospherical tori.
Then by Lemma 4.2.10 the result will follow.
Let T be one torihedron in the decomposition of T 2 × (−1, 1) \ L. First we lift T to the
universal cover, H3 so that the Euclidean width of the rectangles in Figure 4.8 is exactly one
(i.e. the two circles forming sides of the rectangle of Figure 4.8 have diameter 1). We first
consider the case when the cone point of T is the point at infinity of the upper half space.
Let e be an edge running up to infinity, then the other end point v of that edge is a vertex
of a shaded triangular face Te. Let e
′ be another edge running down from infinity with other
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vertex v′ on Te and let E
′′ be the edge between v and v′ as in Figure 4.7. Then e belongs to
an ideal hyperbolic triangle Te with edges, e e′ and E ′′. Since the rectangles corresponding
to v and v′ are at Euclidean length 1, the midpoint of the edge e is at Euclidean height 1.
Hence the midpoint of each edge which runs to infinity is at Euclidean height 1. This means
that the horizontal plane of height 1 in H3 is a horosphere meeting the midpoints of all the
edges through the vertex at infinity.
Now if we apply an isometry of H3 sending any other vertex to∞, there would be exactly
four edges meeting the ideal vertex at infinity and the midpoint of each of them will again
be at Euclidean height 1. Thus, again a horizontal plane of height 1 in H3 is a horosphere
meeting the midpoints of all the edges through the vertex at infinity.
Suppose we cannot expand a horoball neighborhood about all cusps to the midpoints
of the edges. Expand cusps as much as possible, without expanding any cusp beyond the
midpoints of the adjacent edges. In the universal cover, we will see a tiling of H3 by copies
of T . By assumption, we may apply an isometry so that the horoball about infinity cannot
be expanded to (Euclidean) height 1. Thus there is a horoball H of diameter h > 1 tangent
to the horoball about infinity, which projects to some embedded cusp of T 2 × (−1, 1) \ L
which has not been expanded beyond midpoints of edges. Let z ∈ C be the center of the
horoball H of diameter h > 1.
First notice that z cannot lie at the endpoint of an edge of the torihedral decomposition
running down from infinity, for if so, H contains the midpoint of this edge in its interior.
Which contradicts our assumption that H was not expanded beyond any midpoints. Hence
we will consider only horoball expansions where the vertex at infinity does not correspond
to a Hopf link component.
We assume the vertex at infinity does not correspond to the Hopf Link component and
for the same reason as before z is not an end point of an edge which runs down from
infinity. Then z cannot lie strictly between the two white vertical planes of the rectangles of
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Lemma 4.2.11. Since the vertical white planes are (Euclidean) distance 1 apart, and H has
(Euclidean) diameter h > 1, H must intersect at least one of the two vertical white planes.
A reflection in the white planes preserves the link complement and the isometry given by
reflection in the plane meeting H descends to an isometry of T 2 × I − L. However under
this isometry, H is taken to a horoball intersecting itself which contradicts the fact that our
horoball was embedded. Therefore z must lie on one of the vertical white planes forming
the top and bottom sides of the rectangle of Figure 4.8, and the reflection should take H to
itself.
Finally, we show that z cannot lie in the interior of one of the vertical white faces, disjoint
from an edge through infinity. Suppose z lies on such a vertical white plane W , since z is an
ideal vertex of a copy of the torihedron T , there exists a white plane in H3 tangent to W at
the point z, so that W and this white plane are both boundary faces of T . The white plane
has boundary a circle C on C. Consider the set of geodesics through points of C meeting W
at right angles. The endpoints of these arcs on W define a (Euclidean) circle C ′ of the same
diameter as C, tangent to z. Since C lies between two vertical planes, it has diameter less
than 1. Thus C ′ is contained in the interior of H.
Now apply an isometry taking z to infinity, taking W to itself, and taking the plane with
boundary C to a vertical plane of distance 1 from W . The circle C ′ on the vertical plane is
taken to a horizontal line on W of height exactly 1, which must still lie in the interior of the
image of H. But this is impossible since we assumed that H was not expanded beyond the
midpoints of the edges meeting it.
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4.3 Volume Bounds
Proposition 4.3.1. Let L be a hyperbolic fully augmented link with c crossing circles. Then
vol(T 2 × I − L) ≥ 2voctc
where voct = 3.66386... is the volume of a regular ideal octahedron.
Proof. By work of Adams, the volume of the complement of L agrees with that of the
augmented link with no half-twists, so we assume L has no half-twists. Cut T 2 × I − L
along the reflection plane T 2×{0}, dividing it into two isometric hyperbolic manifolds. The
boundary of each of these are the regions of L on the projection plane with punctures for
the crossing circles. By Lemma 4.1.6 these are geodesic. Hence cutting along the projection
plane divides T 2 × I − L isometric hyperbolic manifolds with totally geodesic boundary.
Miyamoto showed that if N is a hyperbolic 3-manifold with totally geodesic boundary,
then vol(N) ≥ −voctχ(N) [28], with equality exactly when N decomposes into regular ideal
octahedra. In our case, N = two copies of T 2 × [0, 1) with annuli removed for half the
crossing circles. Now the half-cut T 2 × [0, 1) has the same Euler characteristic as that of
a torus with one puncture for each half crossing circle removed. Since there are c crossing




Champanerkar, Kofman and Purcell [12] defined volume density of a hyperbolic link in S3
as the ratio of the volume of the link complement to its crossing number, and studied the
asymptotic behvaior of the volume density for sequences of alternating links which digram-
matically converge to a biperiodic alternating link. In this chapter we discuss volume density
of fully augmented links in S3, study its spectrum and asymptotic behavior. For a hyperbolic
link L in S3, let vol(L) denote the hyperbolic volume of S3 − L. Let voct ≈ 3.6638 be the
volume of an regular ideal octahedron and vtet ≈ 1.0149 be the volume of a regular ideal
tetrahedron. For an augmentation Adams [7] showed that the volume of an augmented link
with a half-twist at the crossing circle of the augmentation is equal to the volume without
a half-twist. Hence throughout this chapter we only consider fully augmented links without
half-twists. In this chapter, all links discussed are hyperbolic.
5.1 Volume density
We begin by defining volume density to be the ratio of volume of the fully augmented link
and the augmentation number.
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Definition 5.1.1. Let L be a fully augmented link in S3. The volume density of L is the
ratio of the volume of L and the number of augmentations, i.e. vol(L)/a(L) where a(L) is
the number of augmentations of the link L.
Note that a(L) ≥ 2.
Example 5.1.2. The Borromean Rings, B is an example of a fully augmented link whose
volume density is voct. This is because vol(B) = 2voct and a(L) = 2 hence the volume density
vol(B)/a(B) = voct.
Remark 5.1.3. For a fully augmented link without half twist the crossing number of the
diagram is 4 times a(L). Thus the volume density of a fully augmented link L is related to
the volume density of L as defined in [12] by a factor of 4.
Proposition 5.1.4. The volume density spectrum Saug = {vol(L)/a(L) : L fully augmented
link in S3} ⊂ [voct, 10vtet).
Proof. Let L be a fully augmented link then by Proposition 3.8 of [33] the volume of L
is at least 2voct(a(L)− 1). Since a(L) ≥ 2 that means the volume density
vol(L)
a(L)










Since volume density of the Borromean Rings is voct, the lower bound is realized. Agol and
D. Thurston [?] showed that vol(L) ≤ 10vtet(a(L) − 1). Hence the the volume density of L
is at most 10vtet.
We show below that 10vtet occurs as a volume density of the fully augmented square
weave. By the fully augmented square weave we mean any “version” of fully augmentation
the square weave: we can choose to get rid of crossings as in Figure 5.1 (b) or keep them
as in Figure 5.2 (b), hence there is a choice for each crossing. A quotient of this link as in
Figure 5.1 (d) was also studied in [10].
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.1: (a): One fundamental domain of the square weave (b): (a) fully augmented,
denoted Wf . (c): Bow-Tie graph ΓWf of the square weave on the left. (d): A quotient of
Wf with same volume as triaxial link.
Proposition 5.1.5. Let Wf denote the fully augmented square weave. Then
vol(T 2 × I −Wf )
a(Wf )
= 10vtet
Proof. We consider the graph ΓWf on the torus, see Figure 5.1, given by the torihedral
decomposition of T 2 × I −Wf . The graph ΓWf consists of 4 bow-ties and 4 hexagons as in
Figure 5.1 (c). Each bow-tie consists of 4 tetrahedra, two tetrahedra on the top torihedron
and two tetrahedra on the bottom torihedron. When the top and bottom torihedron are
glued together the hexagons create a 6-bipyramid which can be decomposed into 6 tetrahedra
via the stellating edge. This shows that T 2× I −Wf can be decomposed into 4× number of
bow-ties +6× the number of hexagons = 40 tetrahedra.
The angles of a regular ideal tetrahedron for each tetrahedron in this decomposition
corresponds to an angle structure that induces the largest volume on T 2 × I −Wf . Hence
vol(T 2 × I −Wf ) = 40vtet. Since there are 4 augmentations, the volume density of Wf is






Remark 5.1.6. The quotient of Wf as in Figure 5.1 (d) has the same volume as that of a
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quotient of a triaxial link, See Figure 4.2. However the two links are not the same as they
have different number of cusps, the quotient of Wf having 4 cusps while the triaxial link has
5.
5.2 Volume Density Convergence Conjecture
We want to investigate if 10vtet is a limit point of the volume density spectrum for fully
augmented hyperbolic links. Since we see that the fully augmented square weave which
is a fully augmented biperiodic link has volume density of 10vtet to show that 10vtet is a
limit point we need a diagramatic convergence of a sequence of fully augmented hyperbolic
links to this fully augmented biperiodic hyperbolic link. We use the the notion of Følner
convergence which was first defined in [12] to show that 10vtet is a limit point of the volume
density spectrum for fully augmented hyperbolic links.
Let K be a fully augmented link in S3. We denote by ΓK , the graph associated to the
projection of K after we decompose the two-punctured disks into augmentation bow-ties.
5.2.1 Følner convergence
We modfiy this definition to define a diagrammatic convergence for fully augmented links to
a biperiodic fully augmented links.
Note that two fully augmented links can have the same bow-tie graph. One example of
such an instance is a fully augmented link with a half-twist at a crossing circle and a fully
augmented link without a half-twist, which will have the same bow-tie graph. See Figure
5.2 and Figure 5.3. The gluing information is altered depending on whether or not there is
a half-twist but the graph on the torus T 2 × {0} are the same.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.2: (a) The quotient of the square weave. (b) Wf with half twists at each crossing
circle. (c) the bow-tie graph with blue (red) face bow-tie of the top torihedron being glued
to a blue (red) face of the bottom torihedron
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.3: (a) The quotient of the square weave. (b) Wf with no half twists at each crossing
circle. (c) the bow-tie graph with blue (red) face bow-tie of the top torihedron being glued
to a blue (red) face of the bottom torihedron
Another example of such an instance is when the bow-tie graphs are made of bow-ties
with different “pairing” information. The pairing is gluing information to show which two
triangles create one bow-tie as in the last figure in Figure 5.4.
Definition 5.2.1. We will say that a sequence of hyperbolic fully augmented links {Kn}
geometric Følner converges almost everywhere to the biperiodic fully augmented link L,
denoted by Kn
GF−−→ L, if the respective graphs {ΓKn} and ΓL satisfy the following: There
are subgraphs Gn ⊂ ΓKn such that
1. Gn ⊂ Gn+1, and ∪Gn = ΓL,
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Figure 5.4: The fully augmented links above and below are two different links with the same
bow-tie graph with different pairing information.
2. lim
n→∞
|∂Gn|/|Gn| = 0, where |.| denotes the number of vertices, and ∂Gn ⊂ ΓL consists
of the vertices of Gn that share an edge in ΓL with a vertex not in Gn,
3. Gn ⊂ ΓL ∩ (nΛ), where nΛ represents n2 copies of the Λ-fundamental domain for the




Remark 5.2.2. In the last condition of the definition of Følner convergence, the 3 appears
since associated the number of vertices on the polyhedra corresponding to a fully augmented
link in S3 is equal to three times the number of augmentations. To see this note: every bow-
tie shares two vertices with another bow-tie hence each bow-tie contributes (4/2) + 1 = 3
vertices on the graph. Since each bow-tie corresponds to a crossing circle, 3a(K) = the
number of vertices of the graph.
Champanerkar, Kofman and Purcell [12] conjectured:
Conjecture 5.2.3. (Volume Density Conjecture) Let L be any biperiodic alternating link
with alternating quotient link L. Let {Kn} be a sequence of alternating hyperbolic links such
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vol((T 2 × I)− L)
c(L)
,
where c(Kn) and c(L) denote the crossing numbers of Kn and L respectively.
Champanerkar, Kofman and Purcell proved this conjecture when L is square weave [12]
and a triaxial link [11]. They are able to show the conjecture for square weave and triaxial
by showing that for a sequence of alternating links Kn
F−→ L, the upper and lower bound of
lim
n→∞
vol(Kn) are equal. We have adapted the proof from [12] to show the volume density
conjecture holds for fully augmented links in S3.
Theorem 5.2.4. Let L be a biperiodic fully augmented link with quotient L. Let {Kn} be a







vol((T 2 × I)− L)
a(L)
.
We use methods of Atkinson [8] and Champanerkar, Kofman and Purcell in [12] to prove
Theorem 5.2.4. The idea is as follows: As described in [33] each hyperbolic fully augmented
link complement in S3, can be decomposed into two right angled ideal polyhedra which are
described by an orthogonal circle pattern. By Theorem 4.1.5 each torihedra of the bow-tie
torihedral decomposition are right angled described by an orthogonal circle pattern on the
torus. The Z×Z lift of this circle pattern is the circle pattern associated to L which describes
a similar circle pattern for L. We show below that since Kn
GF−−→ L the circle pattern on Kn
converges to infinite circle pattern of L. Then the volume density also converges.
Definition 5.2.5. [8] A disk pattern is a collection of closed round disks in the plane such
that no disk is the Hausdorff limit of a sequence of distinct disks and so that the boundary
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of any disk is not contained in the union of two other disks.
Definition 5.2.6. A simply connected disk pattern is a disk pattern so that the union of
the disks is simply connected.
Disk patterns arising from finite volume hyperbolic polyhedra will all be simply con-
nected, so all disk patterns will be implicitly assumed to be simply connected.
Definition 5.2.7. [8] an ideal disk pattern, D, is one where the labels of G(D) are in the
interval (0, π/2] and the labels around each triangle or quadrilateral in G(D) sum to π or
2π respectively.
Ideal disk patterns correspond to ideal polyhedra.
Let D be a disk pattern on C, denote by G(D) a graph with a vertex for each disk and
an edge between any two vertices when the corresponding disks overlap. The graph G(D)
inherit an embedding in the plane from the disk pattern, identify G(D) with its embedding.
A face of G(D) is a component of the complement of G(D). Label the edges of G(D) with
the angles between the intersecting disks.
Definition 5.2.8. [8] Let D and D′ be disk patterns. Give G(D) and G(D′) the path metric
in which each edge has length 1. For disks d in D and d′ in D′, we say (D, d) and (D′, d′)
agree to generation n if the balls of radius n about vertices corresponding to d and d′ admit
a graph isomorphism, with labels on edges preserved.
For and disk d, we let S(d) be the geodesic hyperplane in H3 whose boundary agrees with
that of d. That is, S(d) is the Euclidean hemisphere in H3 with boundary coinciding with
the boundary of d. For a disk pattern coming from a right angled ideal polyhedron, the
planes S(d) form the boundary faces of the polyhedron. In this case, the disk pattern D is
simply connected and ideal, since it corresponds to an ideal polyhderon.
If d is a disk in a disk pattern D, with intersecting neighboring disks d1, ..., dm in D, then
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Figure 5.5: Left: S(d) ∩ S(d′) Right: C(d)
S(d) ∩ S(di) is a geodesic γi in H3. Then the geodesics γi on S(d) bound an ideal polygon
in H3, and we may take the cone over this polygon to the point at infinity. Denote the ideal
polyhedron obtained in this manner by C(d). See Figure 5.5
Definition 5.2.9. A disk pattern D is said to be rigid if G(D) has only triangular and
quadrilateral faces and each quadrilateral face has the property that the four corresponding
disks of the disk pattern intersect in exactly one point.
Recall a Lemma proved by atkinson in [8] which will be used in our proof. Denote by
D∞ an infinite rigid disk pattern.
Lemma 5.2.10. [8] There exists a bounded sequence 0 ≤ εl ≤ b <∞ converging to zero so
that if D is a simply connected, ideal, rigid finite disk pattern containing a disk d so that
(D∞, d∞) and (D, d) agree to generation l then
|vol(C(d))− vol(C(d∞))| ≤ εl.
Denote by PWf the infinite polyhedra given by the fully augmented infinite square weave.
Proof of Theorem 5.2.4. Let Dn be the disk pattern of the polyhedron Pn obtained from
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Figure 5.6: An n× n copy of L.
the graph ΓKn of Kn and D∞ be the infinite disk pattern coming from the infinite polyhedron
P∞ obtained from the graph ΓL of L. Since each Kn is a fully augmented hyperbolic link,
each Pn is a right angled hyperbolic polyhedron. Let F
n
l be the set of disk d in Dn so that
(Dn, d) agrees to generation l but not to generation l+ 1 with (D∞, d∞). For every positive
integer k, let |fnk | denote the number of faces of Pn with k sides that are not contained in
∪lF nl and do not meet the point at infinity.
First note that since vol(Kn) = 2vol(Pn) and 3a(Kn) = v(Pn), where v(Pn) denotes the







We pick a point in ΓKn which is outside of Gn to send to infinity as in Figure 5.6. By
counting vertices we obtain
∑
k k|fnk | ≤ 4|ΓKn − Gn|. There is a factor of 4 because every
vertex belong to four faces. Since |ΓKn| = v(Pn) = 3a(Kn) and lim
n→∞







Let d ∈ F nl and let v1, ..., vm be the vertices of Gn which lie on d, see Figure 5.7.
Let B(vi, l) ⊂ Gn denote the ball centered at vi of radius l in the path metric Gn. Then
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Figure 5.7: Example of B(vi, 1) and the boundary of the union over all i of B(vi, 1) is colored
in red.
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d ∈ F nl means that B(vi, l) ⊂ Gn but B(vi, l + 1) 6⊂ Gn for i = 1, ...,m. This means that
the distance from vi to ∂Gn equals l so that vi ∈ ∂B(x, l) for some x ∈ ∂Gn for i = 1, ...,m.
Hence, F nl ⊂ ∪x∈∂Gn∂B(x, l). Now since Gn ⊂ G(L) and L is a fully augmented hyperbolic



















Since Gn ⊂ G(L), every vertex of Gn lies on a disk in F nl for some l and for every disk





= 1. Hence we obtain
lim
n→∞
















which will give us the desired result. First, let fnk be the face with k sides that is not
contained in ∪lF nl which does not meet the point at infinity. Then vol(C(fnk )) has volume





which is λ(π/6) [38]. Let En denote the sum of the actual volumes of all the cones over the
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Figure 5.8: Two copies of L
As mentioned before every vertex of Gn lie on a disk in F
n
l for some l and for every disk in
F nl there are no vertices in ΓKn −Gn which lie on the disk. By assumption Gn ⊂ ΓL ∪ (nΛ),
where nΛ represents n2 copies of the Λ− fundamental domain for the lattice Λ such that
L = L/Λ. Furthermore the disk pattern obtained from taking n2 copies of L is a subset of the
disk pattern obtained from Kn since each L has an orthogonal disk pattern from Theorem
4.1.5 so taking n2 copies will just extend the disk pattern from one copy of L to the next
copy as in Figure 5.8 and the graph of n2 copy of L sits inside ΓKn as in Figure 5.6.
This means that for any face f in F nl , let δ
n
l be a positive number such that vol(C(f)) =
vol(C(f ′)) ± δnl where f ′ is a face in the disk pattern of L so that the graph isomorphism

















(±δnl ) + En. (5.1)
We divide each term by a(Kn) and take the limit. For the first term of the equation
above, we obtain


















By Lemma 5.2.10 there are positive numbers εl such that δ
n














l |F nl |εl
a(Kn)
,
which can be seen to be zero as follows. Fix any ε > 0. Because lim
l→∞
εl = 0, there is K
sufficiently large such that εl < ε/3, for l > K. Then
∑K
l=1 εl is a finite number, say M .








= 0, there exist N such that if
n > N then maxl≤L|F nl |/v(Pn) < ε/(3M ·K) and | ∪l F nl |/v(Pn) < (1 + ε). Then for n > N ,
∑

















Now setting v(Pn) = 3a(Kn) we get that the limit of the second term is zero.




















Corollary 5.2.11. Let Kn be any sequence of hyperbolic fully augmented links such that Kn






Proof. The Corollary follows from proposition 5.1.5 and Theorem 5.2.4.
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Hence we show that 10vtet is a limit point of the volume density spectrum of fully aug-
mented links.
5.3 Further questions
1. Adams [5] showed that the volume density of hyperbolic knots is dense in [0, voct]. It
is natural to ask if Saug is dense in [voct, 10vtet].
2. Since we have a decomposition of the fully augmented link into an orthogonal circle
pattern we would like to show geometric convergence of sequences of fully augmented
links to a biperiodic fully augmented link.
3. In Chapter 3 we were able to show that links in T 2 × I with specific path of edges
conditions after augmentation are hyperbolic. We would like to generalize this result
further to any alternating link in T 2 × I with augmentations.
4. We showed in Proposition 4.3.1 that fully augmented links in the thickened torus has
volume at least 2voct with equality if the complement can be decomposed into regular
ideal octahedra. Hence for a fully augmented link L in T 2 × I one may ponder what
conditions of the graph ΓL is necessary for T
2 × I − L to be decomposed into regular
ideal octadehra.
5. One may similarly ask for necessary conditions on ΓL for T
2× I−L to be decomposed
into regular ideal tetrahedra.
Chapter 6
Geometry on all prime
three-manifolds
In this chapter we discuss a joint work with Dennis Sullivan, we show that we can combine
geometries to put a Lie geometry on all prime three-manifolds.
6.1 Introduction
Certain prime closed three-manifolds, which we call “elemental” primes, are by definition
quotients by discrete subgroups of symmetries of one of the eight Thurston homogeneous
Riemannian geometries. Note that prime in 3D means not a non-trivial connected sum.
These eight 3D geometries naturally divide into three types. There are three of “Hyperbolic
type”: hyperbolic three space, hyperbolic two space cross real line and the universal cover of
the unit tangent bundle of hyperbolic two space. There are three geometries of “Affinely flat
type”: Euclidean three space, Heisenberg geometry, Solv geometry. Lastly, there are two of
“Elliptic type”: the three Sphere and the two Sphere cross real line [36].
The elemental primes of the three“hyperbolic types” and of finite volume can be combined
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smoothly according to any graphical pattern with arbitrary torus gluing data. To an
external half edge of the graph one can also attach a twisted I-bundle over a Klein bottle.
which will have a torus boundary. By these constructions all primes which are not elemental
primes are obtained [30], [36]. We call these manifolds compound primes. The point of
the paper is to construct these compound primes geometrically. Thus we build specific
compound Lie geometries on all of the compound prime closed oriented three-manifolds.
To be noted: This paper takes advantage of a century of extremely great work using
three modest points. The great work comprises the achievements of topologists, geometers
and analysts: Poincaré’s groupoid from classical multivalued functions defined by differential
equations and his Conjecture... Seifert fibrations, Van Kampen-Milnor unique connected
sum of three-manifolds into primes, Stallings’ fibration over the circle theorem, the Haken-
Waldhausen incompressible submanifold techniques, the canonical JSJ decompositions, the
Scott core... the Geometrization conjecture and proof by Thurston and Hamilton-Perelman.
The modest points are: firstly, the very simple geometry of the very complicated irregular
covers of the three manifold corresponding to the incompressible torus walls, secondly, the
possibility to geometrically fit together metric Thurston pieces as Lie objects using affine
interpolation between the non compact ends of quotients of the four Lie groups when the
four are engineered into one model space with the ends of linear form, and thirdly, the notion
of a Compound Lie Geometry which conceptually organizes the first two points.
6.2 Background and Definition of Compound Lie Ge-
ometry.
i) Recall [37], if G is a (finite dimensional) Lie group acting on a model manifold U real
analytically, a (G,U) structure on a manifold M of the same dimension as U is determined
by an open cover of M by coordinate charts in the model space U whose partially defined
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transition mappings in U extend globally and uniquely to U being restrictions of elements
of G acting on U . The discussion that follows can also be applied to any group acting real
analytically on the model space U .
ii) The definition can be made concrete and canonical, so that two (G,U) structures agree
if and only if they are equal, by forming the atlas of all charts of M into U which are G
compatible as mentioned above.
iii) Ehresmann (1950)[37] went one step further by passing to the set G of all germs of charts
in U at all of the various points of M of this maximal atlas of charts.
iv) Each chart in the atlas defines a basic open set for a topology on G. This topology
defines G as a sheaf of germs of charts over M whose vertical fibers are acted on freely
and transitively by G. The topology in the G direction is discrete.
v) Each path in M defines a G equivariant map between the fibres over its endpoints. Namely
each path lifts canonically for each germ over the starting point by analytic continuation of
the germ of chart along the path. The germ of chart at the endpoint of the path only
depends on the homotopy class of paths up to continuous deformation fixing the endpoints.
This corresponds to the noteworthy Poincaré fact that each germ in G can be analytically
continued along any path well defined up to endpoint fixing] homotopy in M and defines
a multivalued function on the manifold. (This phenomenon lead Poincare to define the
fundamental or Poincaré group as the universal group of substitutions associated to the
situation when defined by ODEs satisfying integrability).
vi) The path components of G are regular or Galois covering spaces of M on which the
multivalued analytic continuation maps into U are well defined. These maps on the path
components of G are the developing mappings of the (G,U) structure on M . These mappings
are equivariant with respect to the holonomy of the Poincaré path groupoid. The latter is
seen by noting the effect of continuation around closed paths.
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Definition 6.2.1. Compound Lie Geometry
We consider several Lie groups {G} acting real analytically on one model manifold U and de-
fine, based on the background discussion, the notion of a Compound Lie Geometry ({G}, U)
on M . Here is the definition, plus a small discussion and a derived object.
i) Suppose M is covered by open connected regions {R} and each is provided with a (G,U)
structure (as in the Background) from the collection of actions({G}, U).
ii) We can afford for the work here to restrict to cases where only pairs of regions can inter-
sect, there are no triple intersections.
iii) On each such binary intersection V one has, by restriction, from the two regions which
intersect in V , two (sheaves of germs of charts in U) structures, say G and G ′. Each one
consists of path components of germs which are regular covering spaces of V .
iv) (key axiom) Assume there is a third (H,U) structure on V whose germs of charts are
contained in the intersection of G and G ′, as subsets of all germs of charts into U . This
means the H action on U lies in the intersection of the G and the G′ actions on U . The
(H,U) structure is termed a reduction of each of the two structures G and G ′.
v) Once the regions are specified, the definition is made concrete and canonical in the sense
of the Background discussion, by considering firstly, for each region the set of germs of charts
for that region, secondly, by considering for their respective binary intersections the germs
of charts in U for the minimal (H,U) structure that satisfies the essential axiom iv). One
can check this minimum structure is that defined effectively by the holonomy groupoid of
V . This completes the definition of a Compound Lie Geometry.
Derived Structure: One may also consider the derived or associated (single group, U)
structure on M by forming the group action generated by the set of Lie group actions on
U . Making this structure canonical and concrete is done by saturating the germs at play in
the original definition by the action of the one big group action which is generated. Denote
this action (<{G}>, U). This derived action and structure is useful to check properties of
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the developing mappings and defining holonomy. This structure has less information, e.g.
the finite dimensional moduli space of Compound Lie Structures to be mentioned in the
Theorem. The moduli space for this derived structure would tend to be infinite dimensional
if one considered only <{G}> directly. Compare Remark 2.3 below.
Theorem 6.2.2. Every non-elliptic closed oriented prime three manifold M has a canonical
nonempty finite dimensional moduli space of Compound Lie Geometries defined by four Lie
groups of dimensions (6,6,4,3) acting on the upper half space.
Remark 6.2.3. Recall (<{G}>,U) denotes the group action on U generated by the four
Lie group actions on U of the construction in the Theorem. The group <{G}> as a set is
a countable union of quotients of finite dimensional real analytic manifolds (words of length
n) by analytic equivalence relations (the group relations).
Remark 6.2.4. We will use ,back and forth, the canonical real analytic identification be-
tween euclidean three space R3 = {x, y, z} and upper half space U = {x, y, z|z > 0} given
by the log and exp on the (z coordinate) × (the identity of the x and y coordinates). This
transfers the Lie group denoted [A] of dimension 6, acting affinely on R3 [which respects the
R2×R1 product structure and is measure preserving on each factor] to a subgroup of affine
transformations acting on U . This is one of the four Lie groups acting on U in the Theo-
rem. Two other Lie groups of the Theorem are PSL(2,C) (of dimension 6) and PSL(2,R)×R
(of dimension 4) act by rational transformations on U . Finally, the fourth group of the
Theorem is the universal cover of PSL(2, R) (of dimension 3) acting by trigonometric
transformations on U .
Proof of Theorem 6.2.2. We first study the four Lie group actions on U and the toroidal
ends of various discrete subgroup quotients. The conclusion is that for these actions the
Z+Z subgroup corresponding to the possible toroidal ends are conjugate in each of the four
cases to lattices in the group of horizontal translations of upper half space fixing infinity.
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Figure 6.1: Attaching a flat cylinder to a finite volume Thurston geometry as a compound
Lie geometry
We assume this for now. The proof, which is easy to find, except in one case, is contained
in Discussion A.
Step one: We consider, assuming this standard form, an elemental prime of finite volume
with its (G,U) structure, a toroidal end and its associated flat torus T which is chosen to
have normalized area, possible by Discussion A.
We form a compound geometry using the idea of Figure 6.1. The T cover arrow in Figure
6.1 is the covering space associated to the Z + Z subgroup of the manifold coming from the
toroidal end with basepoint on T . Remarkably, the total space of this very complicated
irregular cover is a simple flat manifold, being U mod Z + Z, to be sure after the third
coordinate is stretched out by the log as discussed in Remark 2.5. This flat manifold has
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the very simple form T × R. We consider the neighborhood N of the end to the right with
boundary indicated slightly to the left of T× point. This N is the component of the pre-
image of the end in the manifold beyond T containing the canonical point above the base
point.
The slanting arrow is the inclusion of a copy of N into T ×R. The pushout of this diagram
of two arrows is diffeomorphic to the original manifold. The push out manifold inherits the
(G,U) structure of the original manifold on the region R which consists of points to the left
of T plus the reflection of the indicated collar in the upper T × R to the right of T . The
region N inherits by inclusion the flat affine structure .
Denote by V the double collar of T . Then V gets two structures by restriction of those from
R and from N . Each of these contains the (Z + Z, U) structure on V defined by the lattice
determining the flat torus T . This creates a compound Lie structure on M which attaches
a half infinite flat cylindrical torus end in place of the original finite volume end. This was
our goal in this first step.
Step two: Consider two flat tori of normalized area, T1 and T2, and a homotopy class
of diffeomorphisms between them. This class is represented by an area preserving affine
mapping denoted A.
We consider, looking at Figure 6.2, gluing by A the boundary of the left half of T2×R to
the right half of T1 × R. Actually we glue a symmetric neighborhood of T2 to a symmetric
neighborhood of T1 by the restriction of A× reflection in the third coordinate. The result is
pictured in the lower component of Figure 6.2. It is a compound Lie geometry with three
regions, left, right and middle, denoted L, R and M , see next paragraph.
The structure on this manifold is generated by the two lattices and the affine conjugacy
flip between them, to be explained now.
The entire group H which these lattices and the flip × A generate is contained in the
affine group [A] of dimension 6 referred to in Remark 6.2.4 and Discussion A). From the
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Figure 6.2: The affine cylinder incorporating the torus gluing data: the two flat torii and a
class of diffeomorphisms between them.
point of view of [A] the compound Lie geometry constructed can be seen as follows: firstly
provide a standard Torus ×R with the affine structure corresponding to the ( [A], U) action
, secondly divide the Torus ×R into three regions L,R and M as indicated above and thirdly
consider reductions of the [A] structure to the two different lattices respectively at each end
L and R. In the middle M choose the reduction to the structure corresponding to the sub-
group H of [A] generated by these two lattices and the flip conjugacy A× reflection.
One obtains by these reductions a compound Lie geometry on the Torus ×R with given
toroidal cylinders on the two ends glued by any prescribed class of diffeomorphisms between
the tori. This was our goal in step 2).
Step three: To treat interval bundles over a Klein bottle with a torus boundary, we pro-
ceed as follows: Firstly form a standard T ×R. Secondly, construct an orientation preserving
fixed point free affine involution of T ×R, that flips the ends and that keeps one T invariant,
where it reverses the orientation. The quotient by this fixed point free involution will be an
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orientable three manifold which is a twisted R-bundle over a Klein bottle with one end and
that end is geometrically the same as one end of T × R. This is the goal of step 3.
Step four: Now we finish the proof of the Theorem assuming the standard form demon-
strated in Appendix A. Take any finite connected graph whose vertices are decorated with
finite volume Thurston primes to be glued with prescribed classes of diffeomorphisms be-
tween toroidal ends. The valence at each vertex corresponds to the number of toroidal ends
of the finite volume manifold at the vertex. The graph may also have some open edges (or
half edges) where twisted R bundles over Klein bottles are waiting.
To each full edge we take note of the two flat tori and the diffeomorphism class of gluing
data and form the Affine object of step two and Figure 6.2, with which we decorate the edge.
The full edge could be a loop when one is required to combine two toroidal ends of the same
manifold. For the Klein half edges one notes the geometric flat torus to be glued with T of
step 3, the class of gluing required and forms the appropriate Affine object as in step two
and attaches the result to the open (or half) edge.
Now there is for each half edge of the entire graph an identification to perform. But now
the flat tori match exactly and the identification is by the identity on these two copies of the
same torus. We form these identifications by sliding foreshortened half cylinders together
rigidly preserving the geometry. How much sliding one does adds to the list of finite param-
eters.
This completes the proof of the Theorem after checking Discussion A.
Discussion A)
i) For the affine group of the four Lie groups of the Theorem, after identifying R3 with
upper half space U by the exp of the third coordinate, one sees immediately the Z + Z
subgroups are lattices of horizontal translations fixing infinity. Call these of standard form,
recalling they depend on a parameter, the classical j-invariant.
ii) For a cuspidal end of an H3 finite volume manifold which when represented as a U
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quotient with one lift of the cusp at infinity in U one sees immediately the Z+Z subgroup of
the cusp is of standard form. Now the lattice is somewhat mysterious and general although
arithmetic in an appropriate sense. Note that the induced area of the torus takes on at least
an interval of values (0, c] for c some universal constant. This is convenient and means that
we can choose the height of the lattice in U so that its area is normalized.
iii) For the H2×R geometry, which acts on U = upper half plane ×R this check is again
immediate that the Z + Z subgroup is of standard form. The shape of the lattice is now
rectangular, with one side length taking on at least an interval of values (0, c′] and the other
of any chosen normalized length. Thus again the area of the torus takes on a universal
interval of values abutting zero which allows us to normalize the area.
iv) For treating the geometry of the universal cover of the unit tangent bundle T3 of H2,
we must work a little and proceed as follows:
a) G = PSL(2,R) acts freely on T3 with one orbit. One can generate from this action, using
paths from base points, an action of the universal cover of G on the universal cover of T3.
Choose the identity element of G as its base point. Choose the vertical tangent vector at i
in the upper half plane as its base point. Then a path in the group G acts on a path in T3
to define a path action (all paths start from respective base points.) Passing to equivalence
classes of paths (via homotopies fixing endpoints) gives the action of G̃ on T̃3. In each case
the deck group is infinite cyclic and the action is again free with one orbit.
b) Now we identify the universal cover of T3 with upper half space in order to calculate this
action for toroidal end subgroups. By translation of the vertical vector at i we generate a
parallel vector field in the upper half plane. Rotating these vectors by the standard circle
action on a unit tangent bundle creates an identification of T3 with upper half plane × circle.
This also identifies the universal cover of T3 with upper half plane ×R which is upper half
space. It will be useful to think of the point in R as the total turning of a path of vectors
from the vertical one at i to one at some inclination θ at any point p.
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c) We want to calculate now the Z + Z subgroup acting on U corresponding to a toroidal
end of a finite volume oriented three manifold quotient S of G̃ by a discrete subgroup. S
will be a Seifert fibration over a hyperbolic orbifold which has at least one cusp [36].
d) The part of S over the cuspidal end is a circle fibration with Poincaré fundamental group
Z+Z. The Z of the fibre is in the center = deck subgroup of G̃ because it acts as the identity
on the upper half plane (recalling the orbifold quotient of the three manifold.)
A horocycle of the cusp conjugated to be at infinity determines in G a horizontal trans-
lation of the upper half plane. The KAN decomposition of G is : K = a circle subgroup
fixing say i in the upper half plane, A consists of dilations of the upper half plane from say
the origin and N is the group H of horizontal translations of the upper half plane. From
the KAN picture any path starting at e in G and ending at a horizontal translation in H is
homotopic to a straight path in H where at the beginning of the path an integral number of
windings around the circle subgroup K is inserted. Any path in T3 from the vertical vector
at i is determined up to homotopy relative to the endpoints by the total winding of the
vector in H2 and the basepoiont in H2 of the endpoint tangent vector.
We now act by the path in the group G on a path in T3 to a vector at p and observe
the effect. Up to homotopy one can see the total winding is the total winding of the path
before plus the integer number of windings at the beginning in the group path to H. One
can see the endpoint of the new path is a vector based at the image of p by the horizontal
translation of the horocyclic element. This means the action has the linear form desired:
the central Z acts by adding integers in the R direction, the horocycle Z acts by translating
horozontally in the H2 direction plus adding some integer in the R direction.
This finishes the proof in all four cases that the action on U of any toroidal end group
Z + Z is of standard form, and ends Discussion A.
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